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More good news this week (click here to read our full report)!  Two more captives have been 

freed, Rev Jen Tivkaa Moses in Nigeria and Pastor Lim Hyeon-Soo in North Korea.  Also, 

criminal prosecution of a Spanish archbishop for speaking against gender theory has been 

stopped.  A Chinese pastor has posted an eloquent note of thanks to social media following his 

release after a day-long detention.  We have positive stories of the rebuilding of Iraq and Syria. 

From the dark side we have the murder of at least 12 Christians in a church in Nigeria, and a 

massacre in the Central African Republic that killed among others a seminarian, his father, and 

an entire Red Cross team in a hospital.  The backstory here is that two militias were fighting each 

other, one Muslim and one anti-Muslim (animist and syncretic Christian).  The local UN 

peacekeepers were from Morocco, and instead of equally enforcing the peace they aided their 

fellow Muslims in perpetrating these atrocities. However, the Muslim leader in the capital took a 

different stance: Imam Oumar Kobine Layama took the side of the local archbishop and 

demanded that the UN remove the Moroccans. 

 

St Philip Church, Ozubulu, Nigeria - courtesy Reuters 

This week’s report also lists more civil rights violations and the destruction of a 4
th

 century 

monastery in Egypt, the beating of an elderly woman in Iraq, the televised trial of Christians in 

Uzbekistan, the illegal sale of a church in Turkey, the burning of an historic church in Vietnam 

(not an arson attack, apparently, but firefighters took hours to respond), and a foiled 

assassination attempt on the Pope in Portugal. 
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Mary Mother of God church, Trung Dong, Nam Dinh province, Vietnam 

Two stories this week reflect a new trend.  Evil has always existed within the Church in some 

form (recall the words of Jesus “One of you will betray me” – Matthew 26:21), but in its 

beginnings it is usually hidden and covert.  Three weeks ago we had a story concerning a very 

public attempt to bring unchristian beliefs into the Anglican Church.  Now we have two similar 

stories:  

In Italy an anti-Christian politician and former abortionist was invited to speak in a Catholic 

church on immigration issues.  Catholics who objected were booed and forcibly ejected from the 

church - one of them had a very pointed comment regarding the hypocrisy of the politician’s 

attendance, saying she welcomed immigrants but not children.  

In India over a hundred Christians from various churches signed a letter calling on their leaders 

and all Christians to surrender their differences and to work in unity against the totalitarian 

movement that is slowly engulfing the country.  The full letter has been added to our documents 

page, thanks to one of our Indian correspondents, Dr. John Dayal.  You may click here to read it. 

In all of these cases we are witnessing the intrusion of evil forces – there is no other way to state 

it – into our Christian churches, with the result that we and our leaders become conflicted, 

cowed, compromised, or even corrupted.  In the face of such events and powers we must unite 

our prayers and actions, as never before. 
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